Collision probability methods using rational approximations for space shielding of cross sections in nuclear reactor codes allowing for one level of heterogeneity are first reviewed. A Dancoff factor for a cylindrical HTGR fuel pin with grain structure is then derived. A new simple method for cross section space shielding in a doubly heterogeneous HTGR system using collision probabilities and rational approximations is subsequently presented iri calculations based on it are compared with calculations based on more elaborate methods.
INTRODUCTION
Cross section space shielding using collision probability methods and rational approximations for Presented here is a simple method which can be incorporated in most multigroup cross section generation codes and which produces double-heterogeneity space shielding corrections to homogeneous neutron cross sections that compare very well with results given by much more elaborate methods.
II. COLLISION PROBABILITY METHODS AND RATIONAL AP-PROXIMATIONS

\.
General Relations
Consider an array of fuel lumps in a homogeneous infinite moderator region. In order to calculate the escape probability from all lumps, let us define the following quantities: P -Escape probability from one fuel lump, esc P_ . -Probability that a neutron incident on a fuel rod after i previous fuel traversals will collide in the fuel rod.
P»j i ~ Probability that a neutron incident on the moderator after i previous fuel traversals will collide in the moderator.
Then, the probability that a neutron will escape from all fuel lumps can be written as:
The derivation included here is similar to that given by Bell and Classtone (Ref. 20) .
1
•,kP propose*'! a "rational" approximation for P which v y v _ esc _ is exact: only in the two limits as t. * 0 and £->•«> (8) 
C being the usual Dancoff correction. Then P can be written as 
III. DOUBLE HETEROGENEITY CORRECTIONS TO HOMOGENEOUS CROSS SECTIONS THROUGH EQflVjUENCE RELATIONS
A. General Expressions
We now wish to simultaneously consider the two levels of heterogeneity, the grain heterogeneity in the fuel rod, and the fuel pin heterogeneity in the reactor core, and to derive an overall absorber escape probability in terms of rational approximations.
For this purpose, we will define the following average quantities: P -escape probability from one grain; P -probability that a neutron leaving a grain will not collide again with a grain in the same fuel pin;
Pc Q -probability that a neutron incident on a fuel rod will re-emerge outside the rod either uncollided or after any numter of collisions in ci.e fuel-rod moderator; P -probability that a neutron incident on the moderator outside a fuel pin will collide with it; P -escape probability from all grains in all rods (i.i. 1 ., overall fuel absorber escape probability) for a neutron born in any yrain; P -probability that a neutron incident on a tiTiiin will collide tn the c.rain; I' -probability that a neutron proiluci'i! in a >;rain will escape fror: thai j;rai:i jud will 
The overall grain escape probability P is given by the series Wu can now relate P and P t through the reciprocity relation where
where 6-is the mean fuel rod chorulength and X is 
In view of this, we can further write the multiplecollision escape probability from one grain as
Substituting fcqs. (S3) and (77) into Eq. (?4) gives,
after socle algebra
This is the Dancoff factor to be used In Eq. (73).
The non-collision probabili can now be related to C because
The non-collision probability P of Eq. Few group cross sections in an energy structure given In Table I 
